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This book presents a series of simple experiments  
that deconstruct a discrete number of originally printed 
marketing material used by Amnesty International. 

The purpose is to investigate what visual vocabulary this 
organization uses in ten posters designed for specific 
campaigns launched in 2009.

Broken into five individual units – imagery, messaging, 
colour, structure, imposition – the process also invites a 
consideration: are the specific focus and values of this 
NGO well represented within its brand applications?



Amnesty International

Focus
Research and action focused on preventing and ending 
human rights abuse.

Values
International solidarity, action for the individual, human 
rights, democracy and mutual respect.

Source: amnesty.org.uk





Imagery
What do see when you isolate  

the background and the picture?

























Messaging
What do you get when you separate  

words and their hierarchy from context?



Paper beats the stone

Join our global letter writing marathon.
The fate of hundreds is in your hands.



In the eyes Somali child 
war is barely a game.

Stop the executions in Somalia. Join us or donate 
our cause to fight for human rights around the world.
 



1 out of 5 women is 
a victim of domestic 
violence.

Act now.
 



“Mom was reading me  
a tale till daddy came 
back . . . ”

Violence against women is violation of human rights.



Thousands of convicts, 
whose human rights have 
been violated, are waiting 
to be saved. Help them 
find freedom with just 
one letter. 



Poverty is modern

Poverty is a human rights violation. Demand dignity 
on www.1millionclicksagainstpoverty.org



Still there are countries 
that punish internet free 
expression. Join us, fight 
with us.



The game ends when 
they find it.

Save a life. Give up your gun.



The power of the pen 



Gilian Mohammadi 
1979-2010

Together we can change the future. Gilian 
Mohammadi was sentenced to death. Send an 
appeal against the death penalty: www.amnsety.si





Colour
What do you intuit when you focus  

on hue, tone or pattern alone?

























Structure
What can you make of an unfurnished space?

























Imposition
All things told, do they share anything in common?













Originals
What does it take to get the point across?




























